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ABSTRACT 
The action research aimed at investigating the efficiency of supplementary reading materials in 
improving students' reading skills The participants of the study were 58 second-year students of 
Information Technology Faculty at College of Mechanics and Metallurgy in Thai Nguyen The 
study which lasted for ten weeks used the two tests (pre-test and post-test) and students' 
questiormaire as the instrumentation to collect necessary data. Results of the two tests were 
computed and analyzed usmg t-test for correlated means, the students' questionnaire was analyzed 
qualitatively and quantitatively to give the findings The results of the tests analysis showed that 
supplementary reading materials in an extensive reading program actually helped students improve 
their reading skills The questionnaire analysis also gave students' attitudes towards reading skills 
and reading texts in their textbook New Headway Elementary Further, it evaluated the 
effectiveness of students' reading strategies applied before the extensive reading program 
Additionally, the results showed that students expressed positive opimons about supplementary 
reading materials in the extensive reading program. Based on the fmdings of the study, some 
implications for teaching reading skills were suggested and recommendations were made for the 
betterment of the students reading skills and further research was also reccomened. 
Keywords: reading skills, supplementary reading matenals (SUM), intensive reading (IR). 
extensive reading (ER). college of Mechanics and Metallurgy (CMM) 

INTRODUCTION 

Reading is an important mental process that 

belongs only to human beings. It helps to 

open the door into mankind's treasures of 

knowledge. Good reading skills can help 

readers make great progress in academic 

purposes. They also bring people enjoyment 

and enrich their life Undeniably, a person has 

to master these essential skills. 

In English teaching and learning, reading is 

one of the four important major skills. 

However, the effectiveness of teaching and 

learning reading is still limited in many 

schools and colleges 

Regarding English teaching and learning 

methodology, there have been a lot of books 

and researches done on reading. Some names to 

be considered are Nunan, D, (1991,1999) m the 

senes about language teaching and learning. 

Brown, H,D. (1994), and Anderson, N.J. 

(1999), to name but a few. The given authors 
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share an opinion that once appropriate strategies 
are ^upplied, intensive and extensive reading will 
help improve students' reading skills 
Methodologically, many teachers are 
influenced by the Grammar-translation 
method. Accordingly, teaching of reading 
means introducing vocabulary, grammatical 
stmctures and translating the text into their 
mother tongue. Furthermore, the reading 
materials are not sufficient, relevant and 
interesting enough for students, which leads 
to students' demotivation in learning reading. 
In order to explore the efficiency of using 
supplementary reading raaterials in improving 
students' reading skills, the authors conducted 
an action research at College of Mechanics 
and Metallurgy (CMM) With this study, they 
wanted not only to enhance the teaching and 
learning efficiency of reading skills, but also 
to stimulate students' interest in language 
learning as well. 

SUBJECT AND METHODOLOGY 

CMM is a technical college, which trains 

skilled workers and practical engineers of 
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engineering and metallurgy for the whole 
country. It is located in Thai Nguyen - a 
northern mountainous province. Accordingly, 
the teaching and learning conditions are not 
very good. The college does not have 
language laboratories for students to leam 
foreign languages. Teaching aids are merely 
cassettes, textbooks, board, and chalk. 
Reference books are very poor in the college 
library. In addition, the class size is large of 
about 60-70 students Consequently, English 
teaching and learning is limited. 
Entering the college, students are at different 
levels of English language proficiency. Most 
of them studied English; some of thera leamt 
French, Chinese or Russian at high school. 
However, students are not divided into 
different groups depending on their levels of 
language proficiency, because there has never 
been an official examination to classify them. 
The action research is conducted with the 
voluntary participation of 58 of 65 second-
year students. They are all in the same class 
CD-CNTT 46 of the Information Technology 
Faculty, The numbers of males and females 
are relatively equivalent, 30 males and 28 
females. All the students are at the ages from 
19 to 24, and come from different provinces 
in the North and Central of Vietnam 
The study was conducted as a descriptive one 
that employed quantitative approach by means 
of tests and survey questionnaire delivered to 
CMM second-year non-major English students 
to assess their English reading proficiency 
before and after the Extensive Reading Program 
and their attitudes towards supplementary 
reading materials. 

In this study, the two tests (pre-test and post-
test) are the main means tP gather the data. 
First, the pre-test is given to the students in 
order to classify their English reading 
proficiency before carrying out the ERP. 
After eight weeks of ERP, the post-test is 
delivered to assess students' improvement in 
reading skills. 

Questionnaire enables the researchers not 
only to gain the necessary quantitative data, 
but also to provide students with a chance to 
express their attitudes towards their problems. 
FINDINGS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Test results 

As shown in table I, there is overall 
iraproveraent in the post-test scores in 
comparison with those of the pre-test. In the 
pre-test 53.4% is BR (bad readers), in the 
post-test the number of BR decreases to 
36.2%. Meanwhile, 37,9% of the MR 
(medium readers) in the pre-test increases up 
to 48 3% in the ppst-test Especially, number 
of GR (good readers) in the post-test (15.5%) 
IS much raore in comparison with the one of 
the pre-test (8,6%). 
Tabic 1. Tests results ofthe three groups BR, MR 

N - 5 8 

Pre-test 

Post-test 

andGR 

BR 
31 

53.4% 
21 

36 2% 

MR 
22 

37 9% 
28 

48 3% 

CR 
5 

8.6% 
9 

15 5% 

Results of the questionnaires 

Students' attitudes towards reading skills 
and reading texts in the textbooks 

• Important. 86.2% 

• Nonnal 13 8% 

• Unimportant 0% 

Figure 1. Students' attitudes towards importance of reading skills in English learning 
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As can be seen in figure 1, the majority (86.2%) ofthe students agree that reading is important m 
English learning. 13.8% ofthe students consider it normal in terms of importance and none find it 
unimportant. 

Students' reading strategies before ERP 

Table 2. Students' orientation before reading 

N 

7 

8 

y 

Questions 

Before reading, do you often look at the title and pictures of 
the text to predict the content of the reading text? 
Before reading, do you read the questions followed to focus on 
important information in the text? 
When reading, do you skim for general ideas then read 
carefully? 

Never 
(%) 

31 

43,1 
36 2 

Sometimes 

(%) 

37.9 

36.2 
39 7 

Usually 
(%) 

31 

20,7 
24.1 

As shown in the table 2, in question 7, 31% students never look at the title and pictures ofthe text 
to predict the content ofthe reading text, and 37.9% sometimes do that. In question 8 about the 
reading orientation stage through the text questions, the majority of students (43.1%) never read 
the text questions to focus on iraportant information in the text before reading, 36 2% students 
sometimes do that while only 20,7% usually read questions beforehand. Answenng question 9 
about the reading strategies applied, 36.2% students never skim for general ideas, and 39.7% 
sometimes do that, there are only 24 1% students skim for general ideas then read carefully It 
means that from the beginning ofthe reading process they are not well-onented about the reading 
topic as well as the content ofthe text. 

In one word, part 2 ofthe students' questionnaire analysis gives the researchers some important 
information about their strategies applied in reading comprehension before ERP. Most students 
do not use appropnate strategies from the reading orientation procedure as well as when working 
with new vocabulary or the whole text Next, the analysis and discussion of part 3 showed 
students' perspectives towards ERP in order to see whether students benefit from the ERP, 
Students' attitudes towards Extensn>e Reading Program 

Table 3 shows the results ofthe third part ofthe questionnaire on the students' attitudes towards 
the ERP. 

Table 3. Students' attitudes towards Extensive Reading Program 
N° 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 

Questions 
In your opinion, should we use supplementary reading matenals to 
improve the reading skilP 
Extensive reading makes you more interested in teaming English 
Your reading skill is improved after extensive reading 
Your background knowledge is widened outing to extensive reading 
Extensive reading provides you with more new vocabulary and structures 
Extensive reading outside the class provides you with en)oyment and 
thendly environment You do not get work pres.sure with extensive reading. 
After this program finishes, you will keep on reading extensively 

Yes (%) 
93 1 

93 1 
98 3 
94 8 
96 6 
94 8 

87.9 

No (%) 
6.9 

6 9 
17 
52 
34 
52 

12.1 

As shown on the table, raost students have positive impression on the ERP Accordingly, 93,1% 
students agree that SRM should be used to improve students' reading skills. Also, 93.1% students 
think that ER makes them more interested in learning English and 98,3% say their reading skills 
are improved after ERP; besides, 94.8% students believe that their background knowledge is 
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widened and 96.6% confirm that ER provides them with raore new vocabulary and stractures; in 
addition, 94.8% students express their enjoyraent of having taken part in ERP and 87 9% decide 
to keep on reading extensively after ERP. 

Table 4. Students' suggestions for good supplementary reading materials 

Ranking 
1 Each reading text should have its glossary 

Reading texts should be of various types, such . 
advertisements, dianes ... 

s articles, short stories, letters, emails, 

Reading texts should be relevant and within the reader's background knowledge-
Exercises should be of vanous types. 
Vocabulary should be familiar with students. 
Reading texts should have suitable length for elementary students. 
Time should be set for each reading text 

From the numbers above, it can be concluded 

that students like ER because they benefit frora 
it m different dimensions' enjoyment, friendly 
reading environment, viidening background 
knowledge, enriching vocabulary, and 
improving reading skills as well. 
When being asked about preferred topics for 
reading, they have different viewpoints, but 
the most preferrable topics are student life, 
famous people, love and science & 
technology. It may be inferred that those 
topics are interestrag, related and realistic to 
them. The next ones are ranked as followed: 
holidays & festivals, sports, exploration & 
adventures, environment. The less enjoyed 
topics are health, inventions, education, 
business & trading and polities. 
For good supplementary materials to unprove 
the reading skill, students give sorae suggestions 
which are ranked as m table 4 followed' 
In their opinions, each reading text should 
have its glossary, since students can easily 
find the meaning ofthe new words in the text; 
and reading texts should be of vanpus types, 
such as articles, short stories, letters, emails, 
advertisements, diaries, ete so as to get 
familiar with different types of texts in the 
real life. Moreover, reading texts should be 
relevant and within students' background 
knowledge for them to comprehend. Besides, 
exercises should be of various types for 
students to practice In addition, reading texts 
should have suitable length and difficulty for 
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elementary students and time should be set 
for each reading text. 

In short, students do hope to have better 
supplementary materials for improving their 
reading skills. Apart frora topics, text types, 
length and level of difficulty of the reading 
texts, good supplementary reading materials 
should be relevant and within students' 
background knowledge with familiar 
vocabulary in order to motivate and improve 
their reading skills. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

The study was earned out at CMM with an 
attempt to investigate tlie efficiency of SRM 
in improving of reading skills in particular 
and English learmng in general. The study 
was conducted as an action research within a 
class of 58 second-year students involved in 
an ERP and provided the following findings: 
Firstly, it gave students' perspectives about 
reading skills and the reading sections in their 
texlbook New Headway Elementary Students 
thought that readmg was indispensable, but they 
were not satisfied with their textbook very much 
in terms of content and reading woridoad. 
Secondly, students' reading strategies 
employed before ERP were identified as 
inefficient bottom-up reading model 
Thirdly, the data collected in the study 
confirmed the fact that supplementary reading 
raatenals did iraprove students' reading skills. 
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Last but not least, students provided positive 
impressions on ERP. They also suggested 
some usefii! ideas for better supplementary 
reading materials. 
Recommendations 
Selecting and adapting SRM 
Selecting and adapting SRM are very 
important since they should be selected with 
great care to fit the suggested cnteria by 
Nuttall (1996, pp,170-179), such as content 
suitability, exploitability, and readability, ete 
In the first place, havmg professional 
experience and language knowledge, the 
teacher should help students choose suitable 
SRM to them in terms of ages, language 
proficiency, likes and others, since students 
do not know how fluent they are and what the 
books are really about. 

Furthermore, the teacher should choose the 
materials which are accessible to the students. 
They should know something about the topics 
beforehand to activate background knowledge 
in order to comprehend the content. Students 
surely cannot understand and be prevented 
from progress in reading if they have no idea 
about topics. 

Teachers in mountainous institutions may 
have difficulties in suggesting reading 
materials to students, for there are not many 
books available In this case, adapting or 
compiling in-house matenals is a preferred 
option. They can compile the reading texts 
with length, language proficiency, likes, ages 
and genres appropriate for her students, then 
compose vanous exercises depending on the 
taught in class language items SRM adapted 
should include a variety of text types and 
tasks to raotivate students. Young people 
often prefer garae-like or imaginative tasks 
such as reordering headings, rearranging 
pictures, completing tables/diagrams, gap-
filling, role-play, problem-solving, etc 
Designing an ERP 

It is so important to consider how the program 
should be introduced. It is strongly believed 

that students should be provided with 
necessary reading strategies before they 
participate in the ERP Before carrying out 
the ERP, the teacher should explain cleariy to 
students the aims, objectives of the program 
and give instmctions pn how to select SRM. 
During the program, students should read 
their texts at home and do some tasks (if 
required) and write the summaries. The 
teacher should check to make sure whether 
students really do the reading, but she/he 
should not make any correction, A review 
should be taken after first few weeks and at 
the end of the ERP for evaluation of its 
effectiveness and suggestions for the 
adjustment. 

In providing students with necessary reading 
strategies, it can be briefly said that the 
teacher should guide the students to read 
interactively The teacher should be a reader-
model for students and instmct them 
carefiilly, clearly in different processes. 
orientation (by title, pictures, skimming in 
top-down approach), working with text 
(guessing new words frora contexts, ignonng 
redundant words, ect in bottora-up approach, 
activating background knowledge and using 
grammar to understand the meanings in 
interactive reading, etc) When teaching 
reading in classes, some activities can be set 
for students to be more accessible to the text: 
brief discussion about the topics relevant to 
the text, providing text-based guided 
questions etc. 

Especially, teaching reading may be combined 
with other skills (speaking, writing, listenuig). 
Seminars or bulletin reports can be the place for 
students to show what they gain from their 
reading. These activities make students more 
active and motivated in reading 
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TOM TAT 
SU" DUNG TAI LIEU DOC BO TRO DE CAI THIEN KY NANG D O C CUA 
SINH VIEN TRlTdNG CAO DANG C O KHI - LUYEN KIM, THAI NGUYEN 

Nguyen Quynh Duomg^', Van Thi Quynh Hoa^ 
'Dgi hoc Thdi Nguyen, ^Tru&ng Dgi hgc Nong Ldm—DH Thai Nguyen 

Nghien cuu hanh dpng nay nh§m muc djch dieu tra ttnh hieu qua cua tai lieu dpc bo trp trang vigc 
nang cao ky nSng dpc cua sinh vien Tham gia vao nghien curu la 58 smh vign nam thii hai Khoa 
CNTT cua truong Cao dang Co khi - Luyen kim, Thai Nguyen NghiSn cuu keo dai trong muoi 
tuan, su dung bai kiera tra tnrac, bai kiem tra sau khi ap dung chuong trinh dpc b6 trp va bang cau 
hoi dieu tra de thu thap cac diJ heu can thiet Ket qua phan tich cac bai kiem tra cho thay tai lieu 
dpc bo trp ngoai chucmg trinh da gnip sinh vien cai thien ky nang doc cua minh Viec phan rich cac 
cau tra loi trong bang hoi dap cung cho biet thai do cua smh vien doi voi ky nang dpc va qnan diem ciia 
smh vien ve cac bai doc trong giao trinh. Nghien cijii ciing danh gia tinh hieu qua ciia cac chien lupc 
doc ma smh vien ap dung trucrc khi tham gia vao chuong trinh doc bo tro Smh vien da bay to y kien 
tich cuc va dua ra cac goi y ve tai heu cho chuong trinh doc them. Tii ket qua nghiSn ciiu, cac tac gia 
dua ra mot s6 de xuat cho viec day kj? nang doc va goi y cho cac nghien ciiu sau nay 
Tir khoa: ky ndng doc, tdi heu dgc bo tra (SRM). dgc trong chuang trinh (IR), dgc ngodi chuang 
trinh (ER), trudng Cao ddng Ca khi - Luyen kim (CMM) 
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